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Using the maximum likelihood principle, nonparametric estimators are derived for discrete 
time nonhomogeneous Markov chains. As the number of observed chains becomes large, 
asymptotic unbiasedness and strong consistency of the estimators are proved, as well as asymp- 
totic distribution results. Finally the estimators are compared with ones which have been 
proposed in continuous time. 
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1. Introduction 
In this paper, we study nonparametric estimators for discrete time non- 
homogenous Markov chains having a finite state space. The estimators are derived 
via the maximum Iikelihood principle; asymptotic properties are then examined as 
the number of chains observed becomes large. 
2. Notation and derivation of the esti 
Let {X,)~=o be a nonhomogeneous Markov chain with finite state space I? = 
UT= 1 Ej. For 1 s i 6 r, 1 s j G r, and non-negative intergers a and p, let 
Pij(a, t.2 +p)= 
be the usual transition probabilities for the chain, I,et !?(a, ~4’ +p) = (P&, CI + 6)) 
be the transition probability matrix for transitions du;ing the period M to CY + 0, and 
(Xa = Ei) be the distribution of the chain at time LY. 
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We shall derive and examin estimators @ii(a, cy + /3) for the transition prob- 
abilities. These estimators will be based upon the observation of N independent, 
identically distributed chains, {{Xf }z=,: 1 G k G N). each wi”rh the above collection 
of transition probability matrices. 
We assume hereafter that our interest is in the observation of the chains over the 
period 0 G Q! G n, for some finite II. 
Tile following assumption will be necessary in the sequel. 
Assumptiosl2.1. Let ET be the set of transient states in 3. Then there exists a real 
number cp 2~0 such that for all cy, 6 G cy G n, and all Ei E ET, Pi(cW)a p. 
The use of a subscript to denote the dependence on N of the estimators derived 
below is suppre: sed for ease of notation. 
For i f j, let n/aii(a, CY + 1) represent he number of Ei to .Ej transitions from time 
cp! to cy t- 3 for the N observed chains. Furthermore, let Ni(a) represent he numbed* 
of observed chains in state Ei at time cy. Finally let Ri(a) be l/Ni(a) if Ni(a)>O, 
and 0 otherwise. 
The next lemma shows that the estimators we will study, w’lich are the natural 
ones to examine in this context, satisfy the maximum likelihood property. 
Lemma 2.2. The maximum likelihood estimator Of Jpii(a,  + 1) is gioen by fii.i(a, cy + 
I)= Jqj(tt, CY + l)Ri(a) if i #j, and by rjii(a, TV + 1)~ 1 -Cj*iMij(cU, CY + l)Ri(a). 
Proof. Srlppose one observes the event {Xi = xi, Xi+, = ’ x,+1 # X; = 
x2,. . . , x:+1 = xc+1 }. Then the likelihood for this event is: 
k 
a 
k=l 
i wx: =a ii pw:,x:+,(a,a+ 1). 
k=l I k=l 
It is clear that the choice of the pxi,xtcl (cu, Q! + 1) which will maximize the likelihood i 
function is independent of nFZ1 P(Xi = xt ). To maximize nr= 1 p.~~,.~~+, (cu, cy + 1), ! 
we argue as follows: 
N 
IIP &x:+* 6% Q! + 1) = 
k=l 
b 
Thus 
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where Uij = A&(cu, CY + 1) when i #j, and aii = Ni(a)-Cj+iA&(a, Q c 1). To maxi- 
mize (2.1) it suffices to maximize CiZ1 aij log p&x, a + 1) for each i. In the case 
where Ni(cw) = 0, then Uij = 0 Vj. and & aij log pij(a, CY + 1) is independent of 
pij‘<cy, a + 1). Thus we may tzke @ij(a, a + l)=O for any j # i, and tii(a, a + l)= 1. 
Suppose that Ni(a)> 0. Then aij 2 0, and xi= 1 aij = /Vi(a). Let bij = aij/Ni(a). For 
each i, bij may be viewed as a probability measure on j = 1,2, . . . ) r. Now note 
that 
i aijlogpij(a,a+l)- i aijlogbij= 
j=l j=l 
sNi(a)log i bij 
j=l 
=Ni(a)log 1~0, 
where the inequality follows by Jensen’s inequality. Thus when N&)>O one 
maximizes xi_ 1 aij log pij(a, Q! + 1) by taking @ij(a, CY + 1)~ bij, which proves the 
lemma. 
Motivated by the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations, we define 
B(0, B)= !&o, p - 1&p - 1, p). (2.2) 
Consequently by Lemma 2 .2, &O, 0) is the M.L.E. of P(0, /3). 
We shall use the above estimator for P(0, fl), but in a different algebraic form of 
the Chapman-Kolomogorov equations, derived as follows. 
Let 9(cu - 1, (u) = P(cu - 1, cu)-9, where .9 denotes the (a x r) identity matrix. By 
the Chapman-Kolmogorov equations, we have for 0 s cy G PZ, 
= P(O, a - l)+iP(O, a - 1)9(a - 1, a). 
Iterating the above relation, and noticing that P(a, (Y) = 9, one obtains for any 
Oq3a2, !P(o,&=9+~~is:~ 1). It is this form of the Chapman- 
Kolmogorov equations in which we are interested. 
Now for i #j let, as before, Mii(a, cy + 1) represent the number of E! +Ej tran- 
sitions made by the N observed chains from time cy t3 cy + 1. Take Mii(ti, a + 1) to 
be the negative of the number of chains in state Ei at cy which are no longer in that 
state at cy + 1. In other words, 
efine the (r x r) diagonal matrices %(a,), and TV by (%(a))ii = W&t) and 
(_!+*(cY)),.~ = Ni(at)‘ Further define the (r X r) matrix (-!U((U, CY + l))ij = Mii(cY, cx + 1). 
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An easy computation then shows that an equivalent form for equation (2.2) is 
@(O,O)=S,andforpal, 
It is this form of the estimator that we shall use to examine asymptotic properties 
of @(O, 8) as N + 00. 
3. Asymptotic unbiasednew and strong consistency 
The following computation will prove helpful in the proof of the results that 
follow. Note that 
&o, P)-P(0, P)=$: [@(O, *)9l((ar).M(a, a + l)-9(0, cu)9(ar, ar + l)]. 
Thus 
[4’(o,(Y+:l)-~(o,(Y+1)]-[&o,Ly)-CP(o,Ly)]= 
=B(O, Cl)[~((cu)M(cu, y + I)-9((a, Q + l)]+* 
+[B(O, a)-P(O, (w)].JQX, cy 4- 1). (3.1) 
Smplifying (3.1) and multiplying through by .P(a + 1, /3) yields 
[&O, u! + I)-tP(O, a + 1)]9(a + 1, p)- [&O, cw)-B(0, cu)]LP(CX, p)= 
=&o, ~Y)[B(((Y)&u, 1y + I)-9(((Y, cy + l)]S(cr + l,@). 
!‘;umming over cy from 0 to @ - 1, one obtains 
~-@(O, P)- WA PI = 
P-1 A 
== c P(0, ctQ[~(cr~(Ly, a + l)-.9(a, cr + l)]P((Y + 1, p). (3.2) 
a=0 
In the sequel, (3.2) will enable us to obtain results about @(O. @)-P(0, p) 
through simple inspection of ~(Lx)&(cu, a + l)- 9((a, (Y + 1). 
Componentwise, the bias of @(O, /3) convexgcs Pxponentially to zero as N + co, 
as shown by the following theorem. 
emem 3. $(O, @)-S(0, p)]ii = O(eN ‘“(*-‘)) where q is as defined in 
Assumption 2.1. 
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Proof. Note that 
W&a, a + l)luv(a))=.+-(~@(a, a + I). 
Using this fact and the Markov property, we have 
E&O, ~)WYW( CY, Q! + 1) = E[E(&O, a)lN(a))E(@(a j&a, CY + 
1)1&(a))] = E&O, W(~(p)+o)~(~, a + 1) (3.3) 
where .9,,,,,,0, is the diagonal matrix of indicator random variables I~N~(~)~o~. By 
(3.2) and (3.3). 
E@(% P)- WO, P)j= 
= -‘f’ E(&O, cu)9 (X(a)=O)j~(a, a + ljmf + 1, Pj* 
a=0 
Using Assumption 2.1, one has 
E($(n-(a )=&ii = p(Ni(a)= O)= (1 -pi(*))N SeN1”(‘-‘). 
Since the elements of d<O, a) are all bounded in absolute value by one, the terms 
in the matrix on the left-hand side of (3.4) must all converge to zero exponentially. 
The following lemma will be used to prove the strong consistency of the esti- 
mator. 
Lemma 3.2. (a) If 0 s p c $, then for i # j, 
lim NP 
1 
zIVjj(CX, Ly + I)-pjj((Y, Cy + l)P,(a)] = 0 L2.S. 
hi-boo 
r:b) If 0 s p c 5, then for any i E E =, 
lim NP Iv400 _L_,,(a)] = 0 a.s. pi(*) 
Proof. (a) For k = 1,2, . . . , IV, and i 7e j define Mi(cu, c; + 1) to be the O-l valued 
vaaiable that counts the number of Ei --, Ej transitions from cx to CY + 1 for the kth 
sample process alone. It is easy to see that Mi(a,(Y+ l)=Pi(a)pij(a,Qf +I). Since 
{M‘~(Ck,~+l):k=l,..., M) is a collectio of i.i.d. random variables, part (a) now 
follows from the coroiiary to Theorem 5.4.1 in Chung [3]. 
lying the result fo nd in Chung cite 
lim NP Pi(a) 
N-+co 
-iNi( = 0 a.s. (3.5 j 
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Part (b) now follows by noticing rhat 
+~N)/Llrcl~~~~,~~laeizlr 
and by applying equation (3.5). 
Theorem 3.3. Let 0 s p < f. Then 
lim NP($(O, P)-9(OY p))ij = 0 a.~. 
h’-KKI 
Proof, By (3.2), it suffices to show for 0 s p < f that 
.:irn NP[~(a)A(a, LY + l)‘%(cy, ar + l)]~ = 0 a.s. 
N-*a 
This, in turn, will follow if we can show for i E ET and j Z i that 
lim NP[Ri(a)Mij(a, CY + l)-plj(cU, CY + I)] = 0 as. 
N-*W 
However, the term in (3.6) is clearly equal to 
(3.6) 
NP C +Mij(lr, Cl + l)-/lij(*, Cy + l)Pi(a)](Pi(ol))-l + 
Eq. (3.6) is now obtained by applying Lemma 3.2 to the above expression. 
4. Asymptotic distribution theory 
Ff A = (aij) is a ny (r x r) matrix, let vet A denote the transpose of the vector 
(QH, ~12, . - . , a.,, 021, . . . v ah . . . , arr I- 
The major result of this section is that vet d%(@(O, p)- g(O, 0)) is asymptotic- 
ally a zero mean multivariate normal random vector. 
For any Ei # Ei, define 
L:((Y, a + 1)~ M:(cv, a + l)-b[x~=E,jpij(CY, Q + 1) 
whereO:1’ca!~PZ_1,andk=1,2,...,~”V. 
The next lemma follows by straightforward calculation. 
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Lemma 4.1. For any k, (Lb@, a! + 1): i f j, 0 s CY. s n - 1) is a collection of uncor- 
related zero mean ran dam variables such that 
E(LfS(CY, 0 + 1))’ = pi,(fl, Cy + l)Pi((Y)[ 1 -pij(fX, Q + I)]* 
In what follows, we shall need a technical result. Assume that {( Vk 1, Vkz, . . . , VkS): 
k=l , . . . , N} is a collection of N independent identically distributed random 
vectors such that ( Vk 1, Vkl, . . . , VkS) has a diagonal variance-covariance matrix. 
Assume also that E&I = 0 and EViI = a: for any 1 s k sN, 1 G I s s. For any I 
such that 1 s I s s, define UN, = N-l’* IF= 1 Vkl. 
Lemma 4.2. (UNI, UN?, . . . , r/N,) is asymptotically distributed as ( U1, UZ, . . . , 
US), where (U,: 16 I =S s) is a collection of independent random variables such that 
U, - N(0. (T;). 
%-M-& Consider an> s-tuple (tl, . . . , t,) E R”. Note 
By hypothesis ET= 1 t V 1 kl has zero mean and t 3riance ~~=1 $cr: so clearly 
ET=, t&l converges in distribution to ziZl I Ul - N(0, & $a;). Hence Lemma 
4.2 follows by the Cram&-Wold device (see ‘3illingsley [I]). 
We now have in Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 the re:,ults necessary to prove the following 
important lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. {JN[Ri(tr)Mij( Cu, Ly + I)-pij(CY, a + l)]: i Z j, OSa: Sn - 1) is a collec- 
tim of asymptotically independent random variables such that JNRi (a )Mii(a, &y + 
1)--p&, cy -I- l)] converges in distribution to 
Proof. Note that I;=* Ls( CY, CY + l)=Mii(a, a + 1)-Ni(a)pij(a, a + 1). Hence it 
follows directly from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2 ihat {IV-‘/*[Mii(a, a) + l)- 
N,(cY)~,,(cK,LY+~)]: ifj,Osasn - 1) is a collection of asymptotically independent 
random variables such that A’-“*[Mij(a, CY + ~)-N~(LY)~~~(cY, CY + I)] is asymptotic- 
ally normally distributed with zero mean and variance Pi(a)pij(a, cy + l)[l- 
pij(a9 a + l)l- 
The proof of the lemma is completed through the use of the trivial results, 
(Q))-~ as. and I[N,(~)+oI-+ 1 a.s., q*vhich follow from Lemma 3.2(b), and 
the strong law of large numbers respectively. 
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BY (3.a 
m&O, P)- P(O9 P)l= 
= pf’ iqo, a~~JE[~(t.-Y~(a, a + I)-9(ru, CY + l)]P((Y + 1, p)+ 
a=0 
+y [B(O, a)-9y0, a)]JFFs@(a)A(a, a + l)- 
a’=0 
By Theorem 3;. 3 and Lemma 4.3, each component of the matrix represented by 
the second summation in equation (4.1) converges to zero in distribution. Hence, 
Theorem 4.4 below follows by Theorem 5.1 of Billingsley [l], by 4.1) and 
42. 
Theorem 4.4. vet JN@(O, @)- P(O, p)] converges in distributim to 
vet ‘fl P(0, a)%!Y(a,  + l)CP(a + 1, f3) 
a=0 
where ??I(cY, QI + 1)~ (Yij(a, a + 1)) artd where 
Y:(a,a+l)=- i Yij(Cr, Q! + I). 
j=l 
jSi 
Using the results of Lemma 4.3 and Theorem 4.4, the asymptotic varianoe- 
covariance structure of vet 6@(0, p)- P(O, @)I cdn be obtained through 
straightforward calculations. 
5. Applications to grouped dstla 
There is a growing use of ynhomogenous Markov chain models in fields such as 
biostatistics and demography. Chiang’s book [2] surveys many of the applications in
biostatistics, while the recent review paper by Hoem [6] outlines uses in demo- 
graphy. In many examples, the underlying model is assumed to be a continuous 
time Markov chain, but the data is received in discrete time intervabs. Thus the 
observations come from a discrete time Markov chain. (Note that, even if the 
underlying continuous model is homogeneous, the observe discrete time chain will 
be nonhomogeneous whenever the time intervals between observations are not all 
of the same length.) 
If {X(t)}, stsT is a continuous time Markov chain, and 0 = to < tl< t2 c l 9 . < tn = 
T is any partition of the interval [0, T], then {Xk}zSo = {X(tk)]& is called the 
discrete time skeleton of X(t) associated with the above partition. The estimators 
discussed in this paper provide a method of estimating transition probabilities of 
this discrete tlime skeleton. 
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